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 This chapter addresses the process and procedure at the time the labor 
certification application reaches the officer who will make the determination on the case, 
be it the review of the form 9089 or review of a subsequent audit response.  It does not 
cover electronic submission technicalities and rules, nor does it address the appeal 
procedures, which is covered elsewhere in this handbook. 
 
 The national certifying officer, known as the Office of Foreign Labor 
Certification Administrator (OFLC Administrator), shares the authority to certify or deny 
labor certification applications (also known as ETA Form 9089 and PERM applications, 
hereafter referred to as the “LCA”), with the certifying officers (“CO”) in each of the 
ETA application processing centers.423  Because of this structure of authority, the 
majority of decisions are made at the centers.  LCA424 cases that present a special or 
unique problem to the CO may be referred to the OFLC Administrator.  However, there 
are certain types of cases that must be handled in the OFLC.  For example, in the past, 
cases involving certain athletes were handled directly by the ETA National Office. 
 
 The basis for determining whether to grant or deny a labor certification includes 
the following: 
 
1) the employer has met the procedural requirements; 
2) there is a U.S. worker willing, able and qualified for the job opportunity in the 

place of employment; and 
3) the proposed employment will not have an adverse effect on the wages and 

working conditions of U.S. workers similarly employed.425 
 
 In reviewing whether a worker is able and qualified, a CO must consider 
education, training, experience, or a combination thereof, and whether the worker is able 
to perform the job in a normally acceptable manner similarly to others in that position.426  
The current regulations adopted this language from prior regulations and prior BALCA 
decisions support the contention that an employer cannot reject a U.S. worker who meets 
this regulatory consideration.427  However, the regulations expanded this language to 
further provide the “able and qualified” encompasses a worker who can acquire the skills 
necessary to perform the job duties during a reasonable period of on-the-job training.428  
In other words, U.S. workers may not be rejected even if they do not meet all the job 
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requirements, if within a reasonable period of time they can receive job training for those 
skills, or if they are able to perform the job duties given their background.  Considering 
the discretionary authority of COs, this additional language could prove to be 
problematic, particularly in cases where the beneficiary gained the required qualifying 
experience with the same employer and the employer is trying to justify the infeasibility 
to train or that the experience was gained in a different job. 
 
 If a LCA involves a college or university teaching position, the U.S. candidate 
must be “at least as qualified” as the sponsored worker.429  Therefore, minimum 
requirements are not applicable.  This is the same standard applied in prior regulations for 
this post-secondary teaching position and serves to maintain the employment of a well 
qualified person holding a selective educational position.  (See Chapter __, [title], in this 
handbook for further discussion.) 
 
 To determine whether there will be an adverse effect on the wages and working 
conditions, the certifying officer will look at labor market information (such as the 
unemployment rate),430 special circumstances of the particular industry, organization 
and/or occupation, the prevailing wage in the area of intended employment, and the 
prevailing working conditions (such as hours) specific to the occupation in question.431

 
 When preparing the LCA for submission, it is important to keep in mind that there 
is no amendment process for filed cases.  The only way to actually amend a filed case is 
to withdraw the LCA and refile, but only if the recruitment is still current.432  
Specifically, if an application is filed and is pending, and then a second application is 
filed for the same employer/alien/job opportunity, the first application will continue to be 
processed but the second one will be denied.  To ensure that the second application is 
processed, the employer must first formally withdraw the first application or wait until 
receiving a denial of the first application.433  This scenario was more common at the 
beginning of the new PERM process, as employers were getting acclimated to DOL’s 
electronic system. 
 
 The certifying officer can grant, deny or audit a labor certification application 
upon review of the form 9089.  If the CO grants the case, a notice, which must be writing, 
can be electronically transferred or mailed.434

 
 If the labor certification is denied (ether after the review of the form 9089 filing or 
the audit response), the final determination will include the reasons for the officer’s 
findings and will set forth the request for review procedures (provided at 8 CFR 

                                                 
429 20 CFR 656.24(b)(2)(ii). 
430 Despite long standing case law from multiple circuits stating that DOL may not use this information in 
making determinations, DOL seemingly justified approving 70% of backlogged pre-PERM and new PERM 
cases early in the new process based on labor information under 20 CFR 656.24(c) 
431 20 CFR 656.24(b)(3). 
432 PERM FAQ No. 6 (Feb. 24, 2006), posted on AILA InfoNet at DOC. No. 06022474 
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656.26(a) and (b)).  Further, the determination advised that failure to request review 
within 30 days of the date of determination constitutes failure to exhaust administrative 
remedies and that the denial then becomes the final determination.435  Evenso, a new 
application may be filed at any time.436Hence, although there may be financial loss in the 
cost of the advertising, there is an opportunity to immediately file again (after clearly 
understanding the reason for the denial) rather than waiting the six months required under 
prior regulations.  However, another labor certification for the same occupation cannot be 
filed while either a request for review or an appeal is pending.437  Therefore, it is 
important to count the days appropriately upon receipt of the denial notice and determine 
the most effective and efficient strategy in proceeding forward. 
 
 Note that the employer may also request reconsideration of the determination if 
done within 30 days of the final determination.438  This is a new avenue that was not 
available under prior regulations although BALCA decisions supported that it was 
inherent in the decision making process.439  The employer cannot include evidence not 
previously submitted.  The CO has the discretion to reconsider the determination or treat 
it as a request for review before BALCA under section 656.26(a). 
 
 A noteworthy BALCA decision, Matter of HealthAmerica (BALCA Case No. 
2006-PER-1), illustrates the discretionary decision of a certifying officer with regard to 
evidence submitted in a request for reconsideration.  The Board addressed the fairness of 
denying a LCA due to clerical error and considered the CO’s denial of reconsideration as 
an abuse of discretion and the center’s policy of not considering mistakes arbitrary and 
capricious.440  The CO denied a timely request for reconsideration stating that the 
employer had submitted “additional” evidence.441  The additional information provided 
by the employer showed the clerical error and evidenced that in fact, an ad had been 
properly placed on the date required in the regulation.442  Ultimately, the Board 
considered that besides the electronic form 9089, the “documents submitted” in support 
of a case constructively included materials held by the employer under the recordkeeping 
provisions of the regulations.443

 
 There are many lessons to take away from this case.  On the procedural front, 
perhaps an apparent careless error on the form will now lead to an audit before an 
automatic denial, but nothing is definite.  In any event, it is imperative that the 
Recruitment Report file is prepared and maintained if there is a need to overcome 
harmless error.  Equally important, we now have HealthAmerica to support a request for 
reconsideration based on a harmless error, but even so, do not underestimate the 
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439 See Matter of Tancredi, 88-INA-44 (BALCA Dec. 1, 1988) (en banc) 
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discretionary authority of the certifying officer.  More importantly, keep in mind that 
DOL does not consider BALCA decisions to be binding on Cos, and BALCA has agreed 
that it lacks authority to bind the Cos by its decisions.444

 
 A significant addition included in the current regulations provides that the CO, 
under certain circumstances, has the ability to require an employer to conduct supervised 
recruitment in future filings of LCAs for up to two years from the date of a final 
determination of denial.445  The CO can require this supervised recruitment if there is a 
finding that an employer substantially failed to produce the required documentation or 
provided inadequate documentation, or where an employer made a material 
misrepresentation with respect to the application, or – the proverbial catch-all – when 
appropriate for other reasons.446  In its Comments to the PERM regulations, AILA 
proposed that a material misrepresentation should lead to debarment, but DOL chose to 
limit it to supervised recruitment. 
 
 To conclude, although the authority and discretionary decision-making of the COs 
appear to have been broadened, employers have several strategic options available to 
battle denials.  There is still some uncertainty of how COs will interpret the new additions 
to the regulations, but HealthAmerica gives us hope that fairness will prevail. 
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